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WOW ROOMS

Room design for an event means filling a room 
with ideas. Since rooms are much more than just 
cubic and square meters. Rooms can feature 
endless possibilities for inspiration. Surprises. 
And emotions. 

For your guests, this translates into: 
communication, interaction, and enthusiasm. 
The creative implementation of different tools 
and elements will help you to bring together 
your visions and specifications into a sustainable 
event experience.

In a joint effort, we can thereby turn your  
brand promise, corporate design, or event motto 
into a real, live experience. Transforming empty 
rooms, halls, and ballrooms into:



  

Every Room requires a sophisticated and 
elaborate Concept to enable your Brand 
Appearance to develop impressively. 

>  Quick installation thanks to different sized 
system modules

>  Used for simple, straight back walls

>  Can also be used as a projection screen

>  More efficiency within the assempling 
phase

>  Individualized through personalized print

>  Profile as frame in 2.5 * 1 meter (8.2 x 3.2 ft)

Stretch Walls
>  Light and elegant apperance

>  Ability to be individually staged with  
light effects

>  Heights possible up to 8 meters (26.2 ft)

String Curtains

>  Unlimited unique opportunities

>  Multiple applications possible, for  
example, on LED walls, arches, or towers

>  Built from scratch or by using system 
modules

Special Construction of the 
back walls

The selection of a unique location, the effective staging of the rooms and 
the appropriate technical infrastructure merge in order to create a stylish 
ambience. We create the perfect conditions for your event in advance by 
adding matching design elements such as curtains, drapes, modular stretch 
walls, and a stage structure.



Visual Highlights create Accents and 
enhance the room’s Atmosphere –  
a perfect Setting for Staging your Brand 
and Corporate Design.

>  Transform rooms at the push of a button

> Evoke emotions with the use of light

> Set visual highlights

Light
> Customizable setup

> Logo or full-faced key visual printing

>  Special colors or special-effect colors  
also available

> Create spatial depth with 3-D objects

Print and 3-D Elements

Atmospheric contrasts and selective highlights provide an element of 
surprise and create variety – a must-have for every event. Underline 
your key messages with impressive effects – light, architecture, and 3-D 
elements – in different designs inside the room and orchastrate these 
individual elements into one luxurious live experience.



Decorative Design Systems flexibly adapt 
to every Situation and make it easy for you 
to perfectly accentuate your Brand.

>  Customized combination of designer 
modules

>  Quick and easy assembly

>  Freestanding or hanging (up to 6 meter 
(19.7 ft)  construction height – stand-alone; 
8 meters (26.2 ft) – hanging)

>  Perfect for light orchestration

>  Also as a decoration element inside  
the room

Atomic Super Walls

One-of-a-kind room designs brimming full of atmosphere are possible 
through creativity and an innovative design system featuring unlimited 
arrangement possibilities. Whether you are holding a board meeting or 
hosting a major event, you will not only have impressive design solutions, 
but also stay in control of the assembly and disassembly times.



Customer Experience first: Thrill and 
inspire your Audience with a perfectly 
synchronized Content and Screen Planning. 
This will communicate your Key Messages 
in an emotional Manner and leave your 
Audience with Goosebumps.

Interaction and new visual 
experiences
>  How many screens are needed to  

perfectly orchestrate your message?

>  Will there also be a live picture broadcast  
in addition to the presentation content?

>  Have you ever thought about 16:9 edgewise  
for the camera picture?

>  Curved screens lead to greater energy  
in the room

>  Special formats such as 3:1 or 1:1 always 
impress

>   Create a sustainable impression by 
interacting with the audience

The right orchestration of messages and content is at the core of every live 
event. This entails the interaction of innovative and interactive solutions with 
highly emotional moving image content, which plays a decisive role. Content 
is king! And it will turn into an unforgettable experience for your guests 
together with the appropriate screen planning.



That’s how WOW Effects are developed for 
your Brand in order to leave a memorable 
yet lasting Mark on your Audience.
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Formats and Content Spaces
>   Formats can be both conventional  

(e.g. 16:9) or custom-made

>    Content presentation on large-scale  
LED screens or projections

>   Innovative accents through transparent 
OLED monitors or video mapping

>    Screens with and without frames –  
also in special formats and shapes

>   LED walls or LED sculptures

We work with you to bring your ideas to life: starting with presentation 
refinement or comprehensive presentation creation and ranging to the 
utilization of extended reality applications or moving pictures such as opening 
videos or the production and editing of a documentation or image movie.



Find out more about our services at encore-emea.com 
 We are happy to help.


